Do you have it in you

SSMENTORS
Assessment n Training

DEVELOP YOUNG PEOPLE'S
“ WERESILIENCE,
MATURITY,
INDEPENDENCE AND MORE
”

www.ssmentors.com

About us
SSMENTORS are experts in the ﬁeld of
Personality Assessment and Mentoring.
Our expertise is in personality
assessment and we employ various
psychological techniques and impart
training to provide you the platform to
launch your career into success and your
future pursuits. The focus of our training
is to put you on the path of selfimprovement, self-conﬁdence, infusing
leadership qualities, team-building
abilities and improvement of skills to
bring in a holistic development of your
personality. Maximum emphasis would
be placed on reﬁning your skills and
discovering your hidden talents so that
you are able to perform to the best of your
abilities and emerge successful.
We at SSMENTORS follow systematic
approach of training, evaluation and
counseling. You would be trained by a
well - knit team of highly qualiﬁed and
experienced faculty drawn from various
disciplines.

c. Connectivity - Good Road.

What We do?

d. Spread over ﬁve acres of lush green farm, having
insight of the rural life and ambience of adventure.

• SSB training (Training and
grooming youth to join armed
forces )
• Enhance performance via
Outbound Team Building and
Experiential Learning
• Assessment and
Development Centers

WHY SSMENTORS
Devoted and Dedicated Team
Commitment to Deliver Quality
Skilled Trainer with Proven Merit
Learning by doing is
our basic concept of Training
State-of-the-art infrastructure

Outdoor Location
(Near Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary)
a. Away from city yet close to it.
b. Proximity Barely 12 Kms (30 min) from Gurgaon City.

e. Multi-Utility Covered and Open Space- To Conduct
Brieﬁng and Team Building Activities.

SSMENTORS Training Venue
Our location offers a range of adventure activities and fully
equipped to carry out the outward bound and adventure
based programs. The facility offers the environment apt
for conducting activities with a heady mix of natural
surroundings. We are equipped with the following variety
of facilities/structures to conduct multiple team building
activities.
Dynamic obstacle Course
Group Tasks
Artiﬁcial Wall Climbing and Rappelling
Multi-utility semi open hall
Adequate open space to conduct physical activities

SSB Training
SSMENTORS is committed towards encouraging young candidates
to face interviews with conﬁdence and zeal. Our scientiﬁc approach
nurtures the candidates overall intellectual, emotional and social
aspects of personality. As we know, every individual has some
unique abilities and aptitude. Therefore, understanding them is a big
challenge. To achieve this, we devote personal attention to each
candidate in understanding his/her strength/weakness and
accordingly assist him or her.
We have systematic approach for SSB training. Our assessment
tools are designed and established to provide aspirants with an
actual SSB like physical environment. The facilities are conducive for
various activities like Command tasks, numerous Group tasks
(Progressive group, Half group and Final group tasks), individual
and Group Obstacles. We also have matchless tools to conduct
Screening tests, Psychological tests, Group discussion and Group
planning exercises, Lecturette and Mock interviews, which help
them, gain self-reliance and conﬁdence.
SSMENTORS believes that success comes to those who put in right
efforts to reach the goal. The most important aspect is how to
express ofﬁcer like qualities through various tasks and tests. We
make sure that you start believing in your abilities and begin to
express them. Our distinctive SSB training and coaching becomes
the right platform for aspiring candidates to successfully clear SSB
interviews for various entries. We assure you matchless methods for
training candidates.
Self-awareness, diagnostic study and way forward
Familiarisation with behavioural assessment processes in SSBs
Aggregation and seamless integration of previous exposure to
SSBs and behavioural assessment into present initiative
Body language and grooming
Individualised attention.
Optimum batch size ( 8 to 10 max)
Proven and tested content/ study material.
Scientiﬁc training approach.
Near SSB like indoor and outdoor training facilities.
Experienced facilitators and coaches.

www.ssmentors.com

Focus on all aspects of your personality – intellectual,
emotional and social.

Why Us

each task. Our timely guidance helps them
enhance their strength and overcome their
weaknesses.

SSMENTORS launch pad for success in SSB Interview Coaching
and outbound team building and experiential learning programs
for Corporates, Colleges, Schools and Communities . We aim for
excellence and put our best efforts in nurturing participants for
competencies required in Defence Forces and Corporate Sector.
Participants from various spheres select SSMENTORS as we
have:
Long Years of practical experience: We have many years of
practical experience in helping candidates. We make them aware
about various stages of selection process and enhance their
conﬁdence to face the challenges during selection process and
even later in their profession.
Total dedication and devotion: We strive hard to put our best
efforts in guiding students for SSB Training and Outbound team
building training. Our dedication and devotion towards each
aspirant has brought tremendous improvement.

State-of-the-art infrastructure: Our State-ofthe-art infrastructure and scientiﬁc
methodologies assist candidates discover
their strengths, overcome their weaknesses
and reach their desired goals.
Outdoor and Indoor tasks: We have
designed various outdoor and indoor tasks
to expose aspirants to realistic conditions.
Promise of a successful career: We
undertake to not just provide training to
improve the chances of selection, but see
our interventions as enables to successful
career

Real Time Exposure to Testing Tools

Committed with Professional approach: We emphasize on
encouraging aspirants to enhance ofﬁcer like qualities and
competencies. We offer realistic and continuous training.

Picture perception and description
test ( PPDT)

Trained Assessors: SSMENTORS experienced and trained
assessors have many years of experience in the ﬁeld. We guide
and support students at different levels of selection process.

Psychological Testing

Group testing( GTO)
Interviews
Conference process

Personalised Training: Our experienced trainers guide each
individual with detailed and comprehensive feedback at the end of

Expectations and outcome
Diagnostic report, feedback and
conclusion
Follow up post coaching,

Col Kulwant Kataria Sena Medal, Director
Col Kataria Director SSMENTORS conceptualized new paradigm of assessing, selecting &
grooming potential ofﬁcers in Armed Forces. Acquired vast experience in assessment and as
a psychologist assessed over 3000 candidates. As VP was accountable for
design/development and service delivery of 10 Assessment centres for Armed Forces.
Nurtured young talent to be potential leaders of the Armed Forces as Trainer at Indian Military
Academy, Dehradun
Col Kataria is engaged with KPMG as freelance assessor and attended over 100 assessment centres with
national and international clients. As part of Assessment centres, assessed behavior competencies of DGM
and GM of reputed public/private sectors in India and abroad. He is doing mentoring engagement at the
School of Inspired Leadership (SOIL). He is an outbound facilitator and conducted outbound team building
programmes for corporate sector and schools.

SSMENTORS
Assessment n Training
OFFICE Address
Plot No.- 2, East Pocket, Sector - 23, Gurgaon. 122017
Mob No.-+91-9910397817 • Phone No.- 0124-4145127
Email - kkataria28@rediffmail.com, info@ssmentors.com

Outbound Training Area
SSMentors Training Venue
Near Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary, Vill Chandu Budhera
Gurgaon Jhajjar Road, Gurgaon -122001 (Haryana)

Website : www.ssmentors.com • Face book : www.facebook.com/ssmentorsgurgaon

